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Recent UK investigations
Ofcom pay-TV investigation 2007-10; CAT 2010-12

WMO obligation imposed on Sky’s premium sports channels
Wider retail margin than in OFT’s 2002 investigation
On appeal, CAT concluded that Ofcom’s core competition 
concern is “unfounded”

Competition Commission movies on pay-TV market 
investigation 2010-12

First provisional findings: adverse effect on competition; 
2 notices of possible remedies
Revised provisional findings: no AEC arising from FSPTW 
movie content
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Issues arising
1. Content foreclosure in theory and in practice

2. Which content could be used to foreclose competition 
in pay-TV?

3. Impact of wholesale must-offer remedies
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1. Content foreclosure
Plausible in theory

Input foreclosure
Withhold / distort supply of vital input to discriminate 
against rival retailers and benefit own retail operation
Extensive IO literature on vertical foreclosure

Weeds: “TV Wars”
In model of pay-TV competition, “static” incentive to supply
But “dynamic” considerations (scale effects) can overturn 
this, e.g. switching costs, platform investment
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Ofcom’s theory of harm
Sky has a strategic incentive to restrict distribution of 
Core Premium channels to manage retail competition, 
in order to

Protect its satellite platform
Prevent rival retailers from challenging Sky as bidders for 
content rights (“vicious circle”)
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Difficult to establish in practice
Ofcom: cited failure of negotiations for wholesale 
supply of Sky’s Core Premium channels

Sky’s preference for self-retail
Unwillingness to discount below cable rate-card prices

CAT disputed Ofcom’s interpretation
Sky mostly engaged constructively with counterparties
Regulatory gaming by counterparties more important than 
Ofcom recognised
Sky has “no theological objection” to wholesale supply
Cable rate-card prices do not obstruct “fair and effective 
competition” in retailing (no margin squeeze)
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2. Which content?
CC’s theory of harm

Sky’s control of the acquisition and distribution of FSPTW 
movie content adversely affects competition between 
pay-TV retailers

CC’s (eventual) findings
Customer survey: FSPTW movie content not that 
significant to consumers in choice of retailer
Low barriers to acquisition of FSPTW movie rights

OTT services Netflix and LOVEFiLM have fewer barriers to 
attracting subscribers than traditional operators
Have acquired FSPTW rights from non-majors, and content 
in other windows from majors too
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Remaining concerns
CC nonetheless concluded that Sky has market power 
in pay TV retail market

But not due to movie rights

So are sports rights the main concern?

CC also expressed concern over features of traditional 
pay-TV retailing

Barriers to consumers switching retailer
Barriers to entry and expansion: sunk platform and 
marketing costs
Sky’s incumbency advantage: large subscriber base
Cable’s restricted geographical coverage
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3. Impact of WMO remedies
Ofcom: WMO obligation on Sky Sports 1 & 2

Supply to retailers on other distribution platforms
Pricing: “extended” retail-minus

Ofcom: benefits
Availability to consumers on other platforms
Help rivals build subscriber bases then bid for content 
rights themselves

Competition Commission
WMO inhibits beneficiaries from bidding for content 
themselves: not a long-term solution
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Preliminary work
Price effects of “widening the margin”

Retail prices are unregulated (unlike ECPR)
Regulated firm may well increase retail price 
(as well as some reduction in wholesale price w)
Competitor retail prices fall (pass through of lower w)

Impact on (quality) investment
Stimulates investment by regulated firm

Wider margin raises benefit from gaining retail customer 
Competitor also increases investment

Regulated firm cannot respond by cutting its retail price
Contrast wholesale (access) price regulation: harms 
investment by regulated firm


